
                        The story by Dr.Johnson K.Bermer(Structural Engg).I.B.T.E.                          

                 Once  a day, I meet a man with bright face and a dozen of books 
attached to his body. He stood in front of me and said, "choose any of the book 
from my body and you will be a successful man". I was really surprised,I 
wondered at him and replied,"O man who are you and what do you want?". He 
said,"I am your success in this world". I replied,"I don’t recognize you dear 
success". He said,"probably you should be knowing me". I said,"no". He replied 
with feary face,"then you should leave Engineering". He disappeared suddenly by 
placing one note in my hand. I was afraid by seeing that incident.when I opened 
that note there were so many letters fighting in wrath with each other and making a 
significant words with glorious colors.I found that single note so heavy that I 
placed it on the floor. In that there was written that,' Every person is successful by 
its hard work,patience and with the right selection of the field. Engineering is 
greatest of all as it includes every concepts of almost every field. Engineering is an 
art to make things right and bright. Every person somehow is a born engineer. 
Every person in some corner of his/her life is an Engineer although he/she is not. 
Even a doctor,professor,businessman and others are not a 
doctor,professor,businessman and others unless they are an engineer. Every person 
is an engineer but he/she should just realise that he/she is, even though he/she may 
be a doctor,professor,  businessman or other in practical field. An Engineering is a 
high tech machine which rotates its rotor more than 60 times a sec. similarly a 
good engineer has the capacity to rotate and handle more than 60 fields and none 
other can do this. In short an Engineering is an arrogant boss.’  Then Suddenly I 
woke up and noticed that it was a dream. My mind was disturbed and was curious 
to know what was this dream and for what it was all about. As my dream shattered 
I was not able to read all his note, but I remembered at the bottom of the note 
written with deep dots that ,’’I am a 
Doctor,Mathematician,Physicist,Astronomer,Federal 
agent,Sportsman,Diver,Businessman,Scientist,Economist and many more’’. I was 
shocked to know and wondered how can one man be such an allrounder of almost 
all the fields. Days passed but I couldn’t forgot that dream which always poked me 
about my field and about what I was performing. Couple of weeks later Once a 
sudden I came to know by my research that the man I meet in my dreams was not a 
man with speciality in every field because how can it be possible. That was a Book 



in the face of Man, a great book of Success, a great book of Morals including all 
the educative and non educative fields present in todays world with its First 
chapter ’’Engineering and its branches’’.

I felt happy to conclude this dream after 2 weeks and learned many things from 
it. Each and every field has its own vitalness but to be smart there is our own 
judgement. Whichever speciality you have keep trust in it and work hard with great 
endurance and it will lead you to Your needs. Every person has an engineering 
mind, the need is to just grow up with it and make a beneficial use of it...

I am a Structural Engineer and proud to be.

Dr.Johnson k.Bermer.

  


